BOHEMA NUGGET

devoted to the mining, lumbering and farming interests of this community.

vol. ix cottage grove, laken county, oregon, wednesday, june 26, 1907.

THEME AREA IS LIMITED

land entries from 49th to 52th in six weeks.

the league piled high in session.

the people "really" rule.

adopt many new ideas for self government where the government operates the railroads, telegraphs, etc. where no monopolies are allowed to exist and where the people actually live in fact.

we read in the magazines a great deal about new ideas and new developments in a new country, but it seems we are not able to make the new ideas a reality. some of these ideas are so impracticable that the people really cannot adopt them, or if they do, they cannot make them popular enough to make them practical. new zealand, on the other hand, has tried many new ideas and has been able to make them practical.

but do not say good to get many of these new ideas to bring more improvement because the people are not willing to do what is necessary to make the ideas work. the people are not willing to do what is necessary to make the ideas work. the people are not willing to do what is necessary to make the ideas work.

the government undertakes the way new york proposes to supply its cities with pure water.

the change of time.

the time of arrival of the cottage grove train has been changed.
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the项目经理的命令